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The development of a 'sound theory of the arguing of
:policy questions in debate requires that the Affirmative be obligated
to.demonktrate the solvency of Its plan, regardless of the

N-Paradiqmatic origins of the case theory. While the specific degree of
demonstration which is necessary to establish solvency remains a

-rsubstantive issue within the context of a given round, the basis of
*ich an Obligation remains constant. The advocate of change in a
proposition of policy has the responsibility to demonstrate that the

-effects claimed from the proposition are correlated to specific
mechanisms within the plan. The prediction of alleged effects is-'a
burden of affirmation, and need not follow from the failure of.
negation. Ultimately, the adequacy of a proposition. is not measured
to iefos of the effects claimed, but rather through the probability

-/ 'of the _effects' occurrence; an explicit obligation exists on the part
'of the 'Affirmative to prove _that the plan does in fact remedy the
problem. The theoretical requirement for an advocate to predict the

..-comsegnences of a proposition is beSt measured in practice by the
"'correspondence between inherency dysfunctions which preclude status
quo action with.plan mechanisms_ which address these. dysfunctions.
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New departures 1n the practice of debate along with now theoretic

positions of the purpose' and function of debate make it difficult to assess

exactly what.standards should be used to evaluate a debate. Prof., Jack

Parker captured this sense of confusion in a recent commentary on the

state. of debate entitled, "How to Play a Game Which Has. No Rules."'

The concern of the article was directed Jess toward the amount or

type of departures7intheory or practice, as much as to. the failure of

the advocate to de'velop a cogent rationale for the acceptance or rejection

o# a propoSai._ Prof. Parkerts conclusion was mot to proscribe a parti-

cular theory of arguMent, "but rather to suggeStthat developing a sound

theory of arguing Policy questions is the best way to play-the game."2

This admonition has implications to both the practitioner as well as the.

teacher. of debate. To the debater is suggested a responsibility for

presenting a sound-position in the debate. To the teacher of debate Js

suggested a respOnsibility for educating a debater to distinguish between

sound arguments and spurious ones.

It is to this end that this paper addresses itself; albeit, in a small

way. This paper attempts to place the Affirmative's obligation to demonstrate

the "solvency". of its plan Into perspective.' it Is contended that, regard-

less of the paradigmatic origins of the case theory, the Affirmative has

an obligation to demonstrate its claim. While the specific degree of ,

demonstration which is necessary to allege "solvehcy" remains a substantive

_Issue within the context of a given round, the basis for Such an Affirmative

'ligation remains constant.



The advocate of change fit a propoet Fr 0 policy haS the responsi-

bllity to, demonstrate that the effects clti:10 the proposition are

correlated to specific mechanisms within the . The prediction of

alleged effects is a burden-of affirmation, and need not fellow from the

failure of negaticn. Ultimately, the adequacy of a proposition Is not

measured in terms of the effects claimed, but rather through.the probability

of the effects' occurrence.

TWo-separate--althoughrelated--Isses underlie a discussion of an

Affirmative responsibility to deMeinstrate its.plar0s solvency. The first

issue is.whether the Affirmative h.es, in fact, a responsibility to-forecast

the consequences of the proposed change. Through an.analysis-of a stock SI

issues perspectivai.a policy systeMs perspective, and an hypothesis-tester

1

perspective this paper. wilf contend that an obligatien of the Affirmative

tepredlot the solvency of its plan does exist.3

.The second. Issue is contingent upon the firsthand asks a1 what level

of demcnstration does the alleged. solvency become adequate. Mow much proof

is required:for an AffirmatiVe to "reasonably" establish the likelihood

that its'pian will achieve its cialmed'effect(s)? This second issue'becomes

a substantive one and Isaddressed within the context of the specific.

issues in -around. An analysis of this responsibility will be addressed

from the.perspective of prediction. requirements as_ it relates to levels of

Inherency.

Returning to the :focus of tho first isSue--whether the. Affirmative

-as tresPensibility,to forecast--it appears that each of the three per=

lectives under consideration provides a rationale for an obligation to
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damonstriste'tolveney The first:of theie porspectUves.traces its jditi-

fication through an analysis of "stock Issues." Focusing upon debate as a

deliberative analysii, Lee Huitzen in"Status in Deliberative Analysis,"

provided the basis for the identification four stock issdes--1.11, blame,

cure, and cost.4

Thecuse of the stock issues approach to propositions of policy

establithes a ptbblem-sOluticn orientation'to an analysis. Theissues

represent' en assumed set of criteria which must be resolved in the affirma-

tive to justify the adoption. of a proposition of pojicy; Failure to affirm

any criterion would represent an inadequate discharge on the part of the

advocate proposing- the change.

among the appiication of the stock issues analysis to Affirma-

tive responsibilities is the work of Matirney'an.:i 1iiIs. They identify

the folio*Iri as arees'in whith the Affirmative should be prepared:

(I) show that evils or problems exist, (2) show that these evils
are produced by causes that can be remedied, -(3) show that the
action or policy proposed provides a remedy, end (4). show that the
remedy is practicable in. terms of cost, new problems it might
create, and other potsible remedies.5

The focuwof the third stock issue provides the basis-.for the Affirms-
,

'live responsibility -to.demonitrate the effectiveness of its plan. The

identification of saute problem or advantage which warrants concern is

'insufficient of Itself to justify a decision in favor of change. Others

who have written' on the regaitrements of the advocate of change have con-

curred with the Interpretation of McBurney and Mills.. EuSank, for example,

iindicates that "(1)t is' not sufficient -for the affirmative. to show evils in

present system. The affirmative must prove, not assert, not declare,
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.that the _proposed plan-corrects the alleged evil .'?6

Ehninger and Brockriede note that "(One may agree that serious problemS

exist,. cause harm, and are inherent in theliresent policy; and yet' reject

the proposition because- it does not supply a satisfactory remedy."7 '-

Failure to supply this remedy-Is grounds for the rejection of the proposi

tIories was 'noted more recently by Ziegetmueller and Dause. "Even if it.

can be demonstrated that a Significant III exists which is causally related

to inherent features of the existing policies, a course ot action which

falls to guarantee a solution to the problem is not likely to be adOpted."8

The consensus on the requirements of a stock issues analysis points

to an explicit obligation On the' part of the-Affirmative to prove that the

plan does, in fact, remedy the problem. Failure to demoistrate.that the

plan does solve the problem represents an inadequate discharge by the

Affirmative team to resolve the stock issues in its favor. The result is

the loss of the proposition for that round. While a motive for change may-

be established as a.necessary condition, it is an insufficient condition to

warrant the particular change cal led for through the implementation of the.

resolution.

Brock, Chesebro, Cragan, and Klumpp identify the motive of the stock."

issues analysis as one of "deficit.motivation%;-when the warrant for action

is established only after the demonstration of some felt need.9 In its

place they offer the application of systems analysis applied to public

- policy. decision- making. They define an assumption of a process reality where

change is continual and motive for behavior adapts to chanL4e. AntiCipation

changeswithin the system'and adaptation to. these changes represents



forSttiOn. inoiplace of the stock issues. of. i H blame cure,
.

tema.r-ana silbStitutes .the --use of components; relationships,

gOals.and'effacis.16

components and relationships of a_systeth are combined to form a

deScFlptlpn. An analyst describes thc relevant parts (components) of a

-.system through their interaction (relationships). with each other: An

evaluative assessment of-the system is made by determining the adequacy

-

of the syitem (effects) to meet stiValated goals. While motive-for change

can be provided by a deficiency i.n the effects to wet a stipulated goal,

the motive is often based, upon a Comparative assessment of policies,t6 meet-

6 goal. Xsystem which IS adequate, under one set of stipulations when

-compared to another policy, may find Itself inadequate when assessed under

a: different set of goals. ..

To assess-the effects of_a.system the advocate must either describe

the system's operation as it exists, or predict the system's effects

as it is expected to, exist. Brock et al.; are quite clear in defining

this responsibility as one belonging to tie advocate proposing the policy:

. . . (A) systemic analysis of a debate resolution requires that
the affirmative be able to predict what newly created multiple
effects a resolution introduces into the on-going predent system.
It Is an affirmatI,Ve.obliation to predict what new components,-
relationships, effects, and goals are created by introducing the
solution into the-present system. The word predict clearly
implies that the affirMativs be,able to trace and describe the new
set-of changes produced by the resolution. ...II

Lichtman end Rohrer similarly acknowledge a prediction requirement

exists with the-advocate of a policy. When-policy systems are compared,

"Decision theory stipulates that the net benefits of any-policy system

are a function of both the probability that the system will achieve results
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andthe.value placed upon those results."12 Here, the value placed on

the results tells us whether they.are.desirable, and tie probability tel

'Us whether they are likely to occur.

As with stock issues, the policysystems perspective appears to achieve

consensus in:its requirement that an advocate predict the effects of his/her

49
.Without the comparative assessment -of the competing policies,

one does not have a basit to attsume.the superiority of the'proposed. policy.

In the absence of predictIng.the effects of the proposal, the policY

cOmparison-is incomplete and .the proposition is rejected.

The third perspective *of,debate to be examined is identified as

hYpotheiis-testing.13 This perspective views itself as the rhetorical

counterpart'to,the scientific hypothesis. The debate rcsolution,as a

hypothesis, is tested by placing presumption against it and allowing the

most rigorous challenges available to be made against it. The ability of

the proposition to withstand the successive challenass establishes the

probable truth,of the proposition. This "truth" is not posited as an

immutable standard, but only as a reasonable one established through its

ability to withstand all known challenaes.I4

The perspective of viewing a debate proposition as a hypothesis to be

tested in the round. establishes a high standard for predicting the.effects

of the proposition. Each of the terms of the proposition needs to with-

' stand the challenge of justification. Any part of the proposition which

-cannot be justified might warrant the justification of an alternate

hypothesis, but not the particular hypothesis submitted by the Affirmative.

The specific test is addressed to the proposition; and not more generally



'againsittlOge. -presUMptiimis7refOoused,as standing in opposition to

the. particular proposition .being tested'15

AccePtance of the proposition being tested only occurs upon the Justi-
,

:-fication 'of the terms of the proposition as all outstanding tests are

rejected. Bill HenderSon_appiied this standard to decision behavior by the

.Judge in a paper entitled, !Debate as ,11 Paradigm for Demonstrating Truth:"
_ ,.

"The Judge regards the data provided him as file means to. test the truth.

of the proposition. To the extent that the data leads him to accept the

risks inherent in the proposition, he votes affirmative. If thi: data does

:. not lead hitito accept the risks, he votes negative."16

,
The "risk inherent In the proposition"needs tobe overcome to warrant

a vote for the Affirmative. With the assignment of presumption against.

the specific hypothesis to be tested, the absence of an affirmation of

effect serves as the basis for the rejeCtiCn of the proposition.

A problem of sorts arises from the distinction Zarefsky--makes-between

the proposition and the plan. Zarefsky identified one of the implications

of the.hypothesis-testing paradigM as placing increased importance on the

wording of the resolution and a decreased importance uponthe wording of the;_:__ __
plan to implement resolution.I7 The thesis of this position is that the

plan functions to illustrate the principlesembodied in the propoSition,

thereby-focusing the arguments Upon those principles. . . . Should some

difficulty-be discovered in one of the plan's peripheral features, the

-plan could be amended, SQ long as-the.amendedversion still embodied the'

principles implicit in:theproposition."18

With the emphasis upon.the'wording of the proposition, does the obiI

Aation of the AffirMative to predict the consequences of the proposition
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become dimihished? In the Opinion of this student, the Affirmative obli-

gation remains. While an increased emphasis upon the wording of, the reso-

lution may, appear to offer the'prospect of focusing a-gument on the.prin-

cipies underlying a proposition, the principles take on meaning in a policy

proposition ly as they are manifest in particular actions. Principles,
...

as abstraction , are meaningful by the-effects which are associated with

them. The theoretic superiority of a proposition to its alternatives is

manifest through some.empirically measurable results.

When one begins to de-emphasia the particular means by which a pro-

position is to be implemegted, the relationship between the principles

assumed within the resolution and the predictability of effects related to

the particulars of the plan becomes diminished. While the implementation

of the resolution as embodied through one particular plan may result in

effects which withstand the tests di- reeted against the resolution, an alter-

mative'plan may result in failure..

.

For example, in'a case where an.advocate:argUed that a Federal program

of comprehensive medical bare:should be available to all U.S. citizens, it

makes a difference whether one defines_the program as. one of catastrophic

coverageor as one deSigned.to.cover all-medical maladies. The proposition

takes on meaning through the definition of its own terms, or what in the

scientific hypothesis would be determined through-the way the hypothesis is

-floperationalized.."19

In some .cases the wording of the resolution-may be such that the plan

and the resolution are operationally the same; and. the plan becomes little

-More than a restatement of the of the'resolution.2° Of course, as long as



any definitional, ambiguity-remains as to thormeaning of the resolution, it
,

s necessary to, def i ne' the proposition . The eMbOd I ment of the, propop i t 1 on

through the plan provides this operationaldefinition: The principles of

the proposition are given meaning through the plan. The plan, heh fce,-serlftw

to define Whatthe proposition means. The proposition,as it is.understood, .

isjhe hipothesie to be tested, and while -other meanings of the,hypothesis_.

might pass the test, the-specific understanding of the hypothesis to a giVen

Mound is the one which must be affirmed._

The'requirement that an Affirmative be abje to predict the conseqUences

Of .itlplan appears to.be rooted in all three perspeCtivee. The stock. issues

. perspective requires the.plan to predicti soluticn to the problem the

.Affirmative establishes. Thepolicy systems-perspective requires theplan

to predict how the system-willadapt to-change. By comparing the predicted

'effects of a policy system with. an alternative system, the "best" policy is

selected. Finally, the hypothesis-tester requires the ability of the pro-

position to withstand all challenges. The failure of the proposition to

justifyitsolf against alternative hypotheses is' a failure of the proposi-

tion to affirm its probable truth; ie., to predict its interpretation as

'superior to alternative hypotheses.

When one moves to the practical application of a requirement that

an Affirmative demonstrate the consequences of its plan, the standards for

..resolving arguments become dependent on the development of issues in tine

robnd; .What is'necessary.for.an Affirmative to claim it has adequately dis-
,

charged its responsibility to demonstrate the solvency of its plan? It is

.argued, as. a practical standard, that solvency is demonstrated' as the cor-
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respondende between an Affithative's inherency and the mechanisms provided.

In the plan. The greater the complexity of relationships alleged as the

-inherency to the case, the greater the Affirmative responsibility to prove

the mechanisms of the plan address the inherency.

Inherency-is understood using the.definition provided by Cherwitz and

Hikins as "the aggregate or sum total of-antecedent causes which operate to

block thesotution of particular policy dysfunctions."21. That is, the total

number of elements whiCh keep one from solving what is wrong with a given

policy. in the development of 1ts case analysis, an Affirmative identifies

specific inherency claims. "Mpedific inherency claims purport to identify .:.

and label one or more antecedent conditions as causes effectively operating

to block the status-quo .from ameliorating a problem or set of problems.q2

This view ofinherebcy:is multidimensional which views the essential charac-

teristic of inherency as one of causality.

Central to the multidimensional 'view of inherency is the
notion-that-one cah isolate certain conditions which preclude
,the statusquo from solving the problem advanced by the affirma-
tive advocates. It will be fruitful to consider those conditions
analogous to the properties of causal antecedents, lhat,is, to
treat inherency itself as essentially causal in nature.4'

If the nature of-inherency is causal- -those elements of the system

which keop..it from reailzing.aeme.:benefit or solving some problein--then

any remedy to the case inherency -has to address itself to dealing with the'

specific causes. For an Affirritative to prove that the causes have been

ameliorated,--it must demonstrate that the elements proposed through its plan

are sufficlent.to address the particular causes.

0



0;::Pfa#1*P4cifistiollAspOroech often found 'In stock issues analysIS,

e relitionihtp-,of *OencylVcause;was simple and-Oraightforward.-As

Zlegeinl,ler and pauseeXPlainedi "a course of action which falle.to solve

'14.g

problem otexisttng social. PolicleOrovides no solution at all.. The

OpprOpose&muttbe:matched,:proCrseWto the Ili andthe-biaMe analysis:"24
43.Y -

Whtle:not-a necessarytharacterittiq of the stock issue approach,
.

:treditionat-vlew of-ceusality'atprecticedthibuglvthiscase approach usually .

.

;::limited itself in its consideratibn of. causal variables. Klumpp et al.,
. . ....J.-

. . .
,

.

.

elpimHthat this traditional yiewheual*ParroWed to-anfocusing.on one or

2.tWo7ca0Sarfactors that .ere then by the poposi-Non. With a
1

11Mited.number of,caueat elements present, Affirmattveit dembstration

tolvencY,might-beeiMply inferreds A sIngle:cauee preVentsa given

effect -fron-occuring. RemoYel,of the cause.allows,the.e4fect.., pemonstrar
. ,.

tion'Of. solvency operates at a-simple, Inferential level. .

. .

When the level of complexity-of causof.factoreexCeede this simple

leVel,',however What becomes the.hasis for predicting- the, solvency of- the

.

plan ?. At'progreseively Complex leVele of organization and association,

prediction becomes-increasingly dependent-upon models, to:account for multiple
, .

. ,

irelationshipe. .Confidence in the relationship between plan mechanisms and,

:their abtlity.to'ameliorate inherency effectt becomes subject to Tact-easing

.1eVals.Of proof.

The contention thatincreasing theAescrlptron of components and

relationships results in an Increased complexity,of analysis is'borne out

primarily by thcksystemd theorists. Four implications of causality were-

, -

asseesed,by Klumpp et al., in ralation'to a-systems model:26 ".
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l) MULTIPLE CAUSATION--The first implication Is theimany factors'occurIng.

simultaneously contribute to the geheratIon-andMaIntenanceof a-prOblem.

The effect of multiple causes may create a system whereffit"may not even be

possible for an Affirmative to determine which single factor accounts for

a system's operation. Indeed, nherenOy Is . the result of multiple.

interactions stemming from,the principle of functional design."27

. . .

2) MULTIPLE POLICY ALTERNATIVES--14 may be possible for several

.

courses of action to reach the same final state.28 "(T)he alternative need

not directly affect the crisis relationship, but may reach it indirectly. .

(A)Inumber'of alternatives are possible methods of changingrelationships:"29

:3) MULTIPLE EFFECTSThe total effect of each potential alternative must be

compared to each other. Because components Un thesysteMere interconnected

and controlled by each other, D(c)hanges.in one relationship ma system will
,.

spread changes throughout the system. The relationships more immediate to

the change will be altered more than the remote ones, but most relationships
, ,

will be affected in some way."3°

-4). INCREASED IMPORTANCE OF probability of antecedent

effects becomes emphasized. The Affirmative bears the responsibility for

.

:

.

.

.
.

accounting-for the consequences of the new components that have been Intro-

i
,

.. , , .
c

.

.

.

duCed into'the system and the effects they have on'existing:componentsand

relationships. The unceA74Intles of the.system as amended.must be accounted

farand,the ramifications to future conditions-described. "The affirmative

must prove.that certain conditions probably wiJ1 exist In-the future."3I

Given +hese-lour implications, the Affirmative ability to demOnstrate -

the corresponsdence between plan mechanisms and inherency effects become

subject to a much more stringent proof requirement than the simple inference

14
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aeieCtatecUwith:&sihglecause.IntrodUctien Of otherWise unknown components
,

. ",
the:on -going :aytterahas..a limited basis. froin:which,to predict-its: .

effects...if en Affirmirtive-intrOduces &radical interpretation to the
. .

they. may further remove their plan from a predictive.MOdel as well

as mitlgateAte,Use.of expert testimony to predict and explain the conse-

quences Of the.plan.#

_Itmay appear that the stringent application of a standard of fudging
.

wh4ch'reqUires thilvAffirmative to predict th&:Consequences of its plan reduces

the lattitude.of case analysis. This ts:not a necessary'dontequent of such

a requirement. While some might.be-inclineu to move in the direction of
. .

plifying case analysis to'more easily predict.conseqbences, the use of a

stlngenf Judging Standard of solvency,retallgne.the balance of responsii-

bility'between the Affirmative and Negative.fiemi..

If the,1,1abiliti:of the status quo to'rectify a problem is the result
,--

of aeophisticated and multidimensional, iffalysls-of, causes'which keeps the

present system fromoperatingiin the optibai manner, then the same multi-.
-

. .

dimensIOnal standards become.the Criteria to,be applied to any alternative

attempt:to allege solvency." AsZarefsky noted, a pro - affirmative bias .

.
. . . . .

exists in a deuble-standard,when "comparing one system as it exists atone

Point in time With another asa theoretical ldeal:"34 Requiring,fiwaffirm-
i

ative.to aCcoUnt for the same inherencies which' contribute to status quo's

omiunctrces Is the only standard which compares policies using a single

:---standard ofassessment. The theoretic requireMent for an advocate to pre-
.

d4tt the consequences of his/herpropositionils best 'measured in'practice

by the cOrrespondence between inherencyfdysfunctions which"preclude status

uo actic4u4thplan,meChanisMs which are correlated addressing these dys-

unctlent.,..00pefullyi this requirement wIlLailcm us all to play.thegame
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